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Editorial Castillo.pdf War Will Be Our Opportunity: Why It's Time for the Use of Water as a Weapon -
himatta ====== melling Wired recently had an opinion piece about how we can take advantage of
warming due to climate change: [ change-26-...]( years-older-world/) Slightly off topic, the inventor
of the plastic bag recently spoke about how he's been talking with NASA: [ Nye-gets-NASA-
scientists-to-work-on-plastic-recycled-space-junk.html) ------ relaytheurgency This is what happens
when people start to read about actual history. Despite all the hype about the nuclear arms race in
the 60s, the most important weapon of the Cold War was actually basic science. It took more than 6
decades to build what America had to create, but the main reason we have cures for major diseases
today is a result of information technology. ~~~ sanxiyn That's an exaggeration. There are in fact
some things about which peaceful use of nuclear energy is technically possible today. ~~~
sliverstorm Do they work? A good example is cheap and safe (health wise) zero-point energy
reactors. ------ whistlerbrk I am super curious what I can make out of a thick slab of 4-6mm steel
buried in the ground. Might be a cool thing to build while I'm out in the field. ~~~ sliverstorm You
can't melt steel with this. You can dissolve it with a saline solution like sodium nitrate. ------
erichocean That guy is a dumbass. He'll be the first to be steamrolled in a nuclear war. Nothing will
change his mind and be "un-
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